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- bei E-Games server (porrigin.com)Q: What is the difference between ISA and ASM? The title pretty
much says it all. I'm confused as to the differences between these two. I also had a hard time finding
sources for this. A: ISA is Intel System Architecture, it's the instruction set for the 8088 processor. It
consists of a series of instructions and the addressing modes they use. ASM is the actual assembly
instructions. A: ISA is the underlying instruction set architecture which is used as a common
denominator between different architectures. The intel 8088 uses this instruction set, as do the 68k,
power, risc and many other processors which all support the same one. The ASM/machine code is used
to actually do the work of processing. There are other instruction sets which are equally important to
the processor. For example the ARM instruction set is used by the linux kernel, android and many other
devices that run code for a processor (i.e. non-PC, non-PCI, non-ISA architechture). A: As you correctly
say, ISA stands for Instruction Set Architecture and ASM stands for Assembly. But IMHO ISA has nothing
to do with CPU like the instruction set does. This is just a modeling architecture that divides the task of
implementing a CPU into a set of clear instructions and processes. It should be understood that
instructions have to be implemented, but maybe not implemented exactly like in the ISA. ASM is
something else again. ASM is a programming language that allows us to write machine code for a
certain CPU. Like in the ISA, the CPU consists of different components, these are called registers and
there are some special registers for instructions, so you can call special function that do something for
example. But you could also implement a simple ALU. So, the ISA is about the instruction set and the
ASM is about a programming language. Note that also the different ISAs have different ASMs. It is true
that the vast majority of CPUs are based on an ISA that is inherited from a predecessor, but it still could
be different. For example the power ISA, e.g. the x86-64, is based on the x86 ISA which was originated
by the 8088. In the case of Power IS 6d1f23a050
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